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November 2020 - Always Free!
…and the Winner is…
Sorry the U.S.
presidential race was
still being counted at
the time of printing and
was too close to call,
but no doubt the
answer will be coming
soon.

The Community Chipping Program
continues in November
Volunteers have stepped up
and Fire Chief Ari Delay
has secured funds to
support another round of
chipping for local residents
in November.
Here are dates, guidelines, and a link to sign up to
help receive deliveries—an easy way to spend just a
couple hours to help our neighborhood reduce our
risk of a destructive fire. We can use more volunteers
for this! https://app.planhero.com/gatherings/7098-lahonda-chipping-program or Liz Chapman at
lizchapman@coastside.net.
The program will be Sat and Sun, 10am to 4pm
November 7 and 8
November 14 and 15
November 21 and 22
Drop-off site is located in Cuesta La Honda on
Entrada Way adjacent to the County corporation yard.
We are working on the possibility of funding the
hauling of brush for those who do not have trucks or
good friends with trucks. Contact Krista Kuehnhackl
at krista_marie@msn.com for more info and watch
the La Honda Google group.
How it works:
- The chipper program is designed for residential use
only. NO Commercial use.
- Clear brush and small trees from around your home.
- Wear a mask; sanitizing protocols will be in place.
- Check in with drop off attendant.
- Deliver your materials to drop off-site, you will
need to unload yourself.
- Drive away, we’ll do the rest! (continued on page 2)

Emil Louis Zanoni
1926-2020
Emil Louis Zanoni was
born on January 30, 1926 at
Mills Memorial Hospital in
San Mateo, California. His
parents were Emilio Henry
and Malvina (Molly)
Zanoni of La Honda, California.
Emil was raised in La Honda and attended
Pescadero High School.
Emil worked on his uncle Joe’s ranch in La Honda
until he was drafted into World War II. His military
service included: US Army Troop F, 124th Cavalry
duties with Mars Task Force in China-Burma-India
from July 1944 to April 1946.
Emil married Noreen (Bertul) in 1949, and they
raised seven children in their Redwood City,
California home. Noreen had owned La Honda’s
Applejacks Saloon. Their children are: Emil (Terece),
Mary Sharp, Janice (Tom) Stixrud, Noreen Silvestri,
Christopher (Julie), Mollie (Roy) Beckett and Nancy
(Neil) Ware. They have 9 grandchildren and 12 great
grandchildren.
Emil was the owner of Peninsula Paving Co., Inc.
for 50 years involved in many construction projects
throughout the greater Bay Area. Emil was also a
Ford Model A enthusiast and contributed to the La
Honda Historical Society. Our condolences to the
Zanoni family. Emil will be missed. Rest in Peace.

Puente Activities &
Events
Free COVID-19 Testing in Pescadero
Free Flu Shots in La Honda
Puente's Holiday Drive (details on page 2)
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Community Chipping Program (cont. from page 1)

reasonably for your time and effort.
- Sign up to hang out with an old friend or a new one
while receiving deliveries for a couple of
hours: https://app.planhero.com/gatherings/7098-lahonda-chipping-program
Information provided by Liz Chapman
Puente Activities & Events
(continued from page 1)
Free COVID-19 Testing in Pescadero
For community members living in Pescadero, Loma
Mar, La Honda or San Gregorio
Tuesday, November 10th from 4pm - 6:30pm
In the district board room at Pescadero High School
360 Butano Cutoff, Pescadero CA 94060
Visit www.curative.com, or call Puente at 650-8791691 to make an appointment. Testing will be held at
this site on the 2nd Tuesday of each month.
The next testing date will be Tuesday, Dec 8th.
Mobile testing at local farms and ranches will
continue on rotation.
For more information, contact Ophelie Vico
ovico@mypuente.org | 650-262-5989

Guidelines for materials:
- Branches, limbs, and other woody vegetation up to
9” in diameter.
- No construction or building materials. Must be free
of wire and nails.
- No poison oak, vines, grass clippings, or bags of
leaves.
- No trash, weeds, rocks, concrete, etc.
- Piles only. No bags
The South Skyline FireSafe Council website offers
a lot of good information and videos about creating a
defensive space around your home
(http://www.southskylinefiresafe.org). These bits are
lifted from their Prepared-Not Scared brochure:
- Within 5 feet around structures, remove vegetation,
plant litter, and overhanging branches.
- Within 5 to 30 feet around structures: remove dead
plants, space larger plants apart at least twice as far as
their height, and remove ladder fuels, limbing 6-10
feet up or 1/3 the height of trees.
- Give your propane tank 10 feet of clearance, 30 feet
vertical.
- Within 30-100 feet around structures, clear 10 feet
around woodpiles and thin trees and shrubs, leaving
big gaps between plants.
- These are minimum distances on flat land; the
steeper your slope, the greater the minimum distance.
This brochure includes some info on defensible
space and zones:
https://www.firesafesanmateo.org/images/documents/
lwf/2016LivingWithFireInSanMateoCounty.pdf
This video is great, with good details on realistic
ways to begin on what’s most important to clear
around your house—you don’t have to make a
moonscape out of your garden, for example, plus a
pretty cool segment on setting a house on fire inside a
warehouse with a “brand blizzard.”

With your support, Puente's Holiday Drive will
support 160 South Coast families, 320 children, and
200 farmworkers.
Holiday Gift Cards to families and
children. Will you help us raise $32,000
to purchase Safeway, Ross, and Target
gift cards in $50 denominations.
Cold Weather Items for farmworkers.
Will you help us raise $14,000 to purchase blankets and
hoodies?
You can provide gift cards, or
funds to purchase them, by our
deadline of December 1st, 2020.
Donate online at:
donatenow.networkforgood.org/puenteholiday2020 or
send a check by mail to
PO Box 554, Pescadero, CA 94060
For more information, please contact
Development Manager Alejandra Ortega
aortega@mypuente.org | 650-262-4100
Our annual Holiday Gift Card Distribution allows
families to shop for gifts for their children and buy
holiday groceries.
Gift Cards will only be distributed to families with
children 18 and under who live or work in Pescadero,
La Honda, San Gregorio or Loma Mar.
(continued on next page)

Help out if you can!
- If you have a truck and an hour, you can help a
neighbor who doesn’t have a truck by hauling their
material. Contact Krista Kuehnhackl
at krista...@msn.com at to be matched to someone
who may well be happy to compensate you
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Puente (continued from previous page)
We realize that due to the CZU Fire and COVID19 many households have been affected in unique
ways. For this reason, we are increasing the income
eligibility guidelines for our gift card program.
Family Size : Maximum monthly income
2 : $8,613
3 : $9,688
4 : $10,096
5 : $11,625
6 : $12,488
Proof of income, family size, and address is required.
Call today to get your appointment! Enrollment
closes on November 20th.
For appointments or more info call 650-879-1691.

disperse. Careful handling of the flowers kept
distribution to a minimum as the plumes were
bagged. The rest of the foliage was trimmed with a
hedge trimmer and pick-axes were used to dig up and
overturn the shallow root ball.
More than 30 plants were removed, and plumes
removed from half a dozen more. Some plants are so
large and difficult to reach it can be a multi-year
project to remove them entirely. One strategy is to
control the seeds each year in the fall until the plants
either die or are removed. Another strategy is to
return to the plants every month or two and keep all
new growth trimmed away. The plants eventually
gives up. This is particularly effective on steep slopes
and areas where erosion is an issue and removal of
the plants could cause problems. The plants don’t
flower, but the roots remain in the soil holding things
together.
If you are interested in joining us on future
adventures, or would like info about non-invasive
ornamental grasses, please contact Neil Panton at
(650) 726-2499 or npanton@earthlink.net.

Free Flu Shots - No appointment needed.
Wednesday, November 4th,
3:00 - 6:00 pm
Adults and children at 620
North St., Pescadero
also on Tuesday, November 10th, 2:00 - 3:00 pm
Adults only at Puente La Honda Office
8865 La Honda Rd., La Honda

La Honda Indivisible works to "get out
the vote"
by Lynnette Vega

The Pampas Fighters are Back

Members of La Honda Indivisible hand-wrote 1645
postcards
and sent
815 letters
to people in
different
states
encouraging
them to
vote and vote early - and the attached pictures show
some of us dropping-off our letters at La Honda Post
Office. In the last election there were approximately
100 million people
who didn't vote and
the cards and letters
were directed
toward those
individuals. Our
group joined forces
with Coastside United for Action, People Power, as
well as members from Coastside Immigration Action,
Puente and other social welfare and politically active
groups up and down the coast. Since March, 20,000
letters and 15,000 postcards have been completed by
all of the various groups and today (10/16) or
tomorrow (10/17) all of the letters will be sent out
(postcards went out on 10/10). In all, approximately
120 people took part in this gargantuan patriotic
effort!!

by Neil Panton
After a nearly three-year hiatus, our team of intrepid
volunteers gathered in Cuesta
La Honda to tackle new and
old pampas/jubata grass plants.
Evidence of the heroic work
this group has done is the
absence of hundreds of plants
along Highway 84, Stage Rd
and in Cuesta. Not that plants
haven’t crept up here and
there, but with many people
alert to the baby plants as they
sprout up, they are quickly removed. There are still a
number of plants on private property that continue to
bloom, but we have managed to control the roadways
and public areas.
This year it was time to revisit La Honda proper,
and the several hotspots known to us from previous
years. A scouting trip was planned to take inventory
and develop a game plan. We re-affirmed our
permission to remove or control plants on Guild
property and spoke with several landowners for their
permission. Though this grass is considered a
beautiful ornamental by many (myself included),
there are other varieties available that are not
invasive and equally beautiful. Workdays were
scheduled for mid-October and early November.
This was a little late in the season to tackle the
plants as seeds were already starting to fly off and
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Rabies Warning

Generator Safety
The figure below provides a few of the more
important safety tips when using a generator.

A message on the La Honda Group board said
that a rabid feral cat got in a fight with a
domesticated cat on Wurr Road. Another person
responded that his brother-in-law was bit by a rabid
rat in Bonny Doon. Rabies is in the Santa Cruz
Mountains, and any mammal can get it. The most
common wild reservoirs of rabies
are raccoons, skunks, bats, and foxes.
Domestic mammals like cats and dogs can also get
rabies. Ensure that your pets have current rabies shots
– it is the law (although there are some vet
exemptions). There is no cure for rabies for humans
once symptoms appear.

There is the potential that improperly using a
generator could be a greater fire and safety danger
than PG&E not shutting down the power lines. There
was a recent note on the La Honda message board
that said there was a structure fire on Skyline because
someone put a generator too close to their house.
In addition to the information listed above: The
majority of carbon monoxide deaths in the U.S. were
due to improper ventilation of generators. Remember,
a generator is only a temporary solution. Ensure you
install battery operated or battery backed-up CO
alarms inside the home when using a generator.
Understand the maximum current capacity of the
generator, use an extension cord rated for this
capacity, and do not exceed it.
Before an outage, be familiar with your generator
and occasionally start it. If it has an electric start,
ensure the battery is charged and maintenance has
been performed on it
Keep the generator dry in storage and while using
it. Never fuel a generator while it is running; let it
cool down before refueling. Keep a fire extinguisher
nearby when refueling and using a generator. Do not
leave a generator running if nobody is home.
Read your generator’s user manual and be familiar
with the details of your generator well before it may
be needed.

More Power Outages?
There are no power outages
planned currently and cool,
moist air is expected for the
next few days. Once the first
winter rains start, the
concerns will shift from planned PG&E power
outages due to gusty winds damaging electrical
infrastructure to unplanned outages because of
downed trees on power lines.
Nearly 1,700 PG&E customers in San Mateo
county lost power for up to two days starting on
October 14th. A community center was set up at the
LH Fire Brigade building at 8945 La Honda Road.
Residents can always check whether their home
will be affected by an outage
at https://pgealerts.alerts.pge.com/updates/
For San Mateo County specific emergency
updates, you can enroll for free SMC Alerts at
https://hsd.smcsheriff.com/smcalert. Alerts can be
sent through email, text messages, and voice
messages. Also you can follow SM County updates at
twitter.com/sanmateoco and
www.facebook.com/CountyofSanMateo

Open Burn Status
Open burning is
restricted in San
Mateo County. Go to
the lahondafire.org
home page to get the
current conditions
about whether burning is allowed. At a minimum you
must have a burn permit and there must be no “Spare
the Air” alert. You may also call (800) 792-0787 for a
voice recording of the current burn status.

Windy.com
If you are curious about the wind
conditions that PG&E is monitoring,
you can get wind speeds at various
altitudes in the La Honda area at
windy.com. In addition, the site has other features
and long-term wind predictions.
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Jamie’s Yoga

according to the CHP, but the car was identified as a
silver 2005 VW Passant. The CHP said that they
have been increasing their patrols in the area looking
for speeding cars and motorcycles since the number
of cases have increased.

Just a quick note to let you know that Jamie is
teaching yoga again via Zoom (weekly schedule
below). Here are a few of ways you can get more
information :
1) Visit her website at www.thebucolicyogi.com
2) Join the La Honda Yoga Google Group
(https://groups.google.com/d/forum/la-honda-yoga)
3) Send her a private message and she will add you to
her weekly mailing.
This week's offerings: (Check with Jamie or her
website for current information)
- Tuesday 10-11:15 AM : Mindful Movement
- Thursday 5-6
PM : Happy Hour
Flow
- Saturday 9-10:30
AM : Slow Flow &
Restore
All classes are
offered by donation, with a suggestion of $10-$20 per
class or whatever you can afford. No one is turned
away for lack of funds.

Reservoir Restoration Project
by Dr. Theodore Rodgers lived in La Honda from
1964-68. After receiving a PhD from Stanford, Ted
moved to Oahu, Hawaii to take up his post as
Assistant Professor at the University of Hawaii. He
was a faculty member there since 1968 and has been
Professor of Psycholinguistics since 1976. He has
frequently contributed to the La Honda Voice on his
recollections.

In addition, Jen is offering yoga
Jen’s yoga is occurring in the La Honda
Gardens as long as weather permits. Again,
contact Jen or her website at
www.jenloyoga.com for more details. (The La Honda
Voice has temporarily removed its calendar because
the uncertain pandemic lockdowns has caused event
times and locations to frequently change.)

La Honda Volunteer Fire Brigade: first equipment
owned 1966*
The first piece of fire-fighting equipment acquired by
the La Honda Fire Brigade is shown in a temporary
shelter on La Honda Road between Apple Jack’s
Tavern and the Hilltom Bar and Motel. The
reporter/cameraman was Ted Rodgers, a resident in
Cuesta La Honda (1964-68), a founding member of
the La Honda Volunteer Fire Brigade and a member
of the Cuesta La Honda Board.
The following is excerpted from Ted’s blog
entitled, “The Reservoir Restoration Project”. This
was one of a set of recalls written by me (Ted) about
events during the Rodgers family residence in La
Honda (1964-68). This piece was drafted in 2015
and was somewhat polished and submitted for
possible publication in The La Honda Voice in 2018.
In prefatory notes to the blog I noted:
The following recount (“The Reservoir
Reconstruction Project”) is undoubtedly the most
disputatious of my musings. Much of the activity
reported was carried out secretly with few if any
records. I stand ready to amend the story if there are
better data-driven recalls.
[ I was unable to locate anyone from this period in
La Honda. So, the recount has not been reviewed by
anyone even passively familiar with the events I
report.] (continued on next page)

Speeding Cars and a Close Call
(stock photo)
For people who
frequently drive
Highways 84 and 35 at
night, they may have
encountered cars,
sometimes two or three together, that are driving the
roads way too fast.
There was a close call a couple weeks ago when
one of these cars went off the embankment west of
Alice’s Restaurant on highway 84.
According to the CHP report the vehicle rolled
140 feet into the canyon, caught fire, and set some
adjacent trees on fire. The driver and possibly
passenger ran from the scene - the car occupants were
not found. Luckily, the firefighters were able to
respond quickly with ten engines, including ones
from Woodside, Kings Mountain, and La Honda. If
the firefighters weren’t able to respond quickly, this
fire could have evolved into a tragic situation.
The cars VIN number was destroyed by the fire
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Reservoir Restoration Project (continued from
previous page)
[Excerpt from my blog entitled “The Reservoir
Restoration Project”]

the size of the existing reservoir basin could be
enlarged and lined so as to limit leakage and double
the water capacity
Next happenings seemed to be too serendipitous
to be entirely so.

Three solutions were proposed to the basic problem
of providing adequate water for the Cuesta La
Honda community:
a.

Hook into the Hetch Hetchy system
which delivers water to communities in
the San Fransisco Bay area.

b.

Build a new reservoir at another
location in the Cuesta watershed.

c.

Restore and enlarge the existing
reservoir

The local U.S. Government surplus center had a
service discounting to community bodies, decommissioned government trucks and heavy-duty
equipment. The surplus center HAPPENED to have a
tanker truck and some earth-moving equipment on
offer at minimal pricing. The purchase price for both
was about half the sum that the Cuesta Board had
allocated for the consultant survey study. Thanks to
the Army Corps of Engineers’ recommendations,
such a study now no longer seemed necessary. Two
of us (probably mostly Charlie) managed to move
money from consulting services to heavy duty
equipment purchase. The tanker truck and the earth
moving equipment (called a “road grader” in the
invoice) were purchased and moved to La Honda.

Some ultimately successful and beneficent
skullduggery ensued, likely not reported anywhere in
the Cuesta Board minutes, or elsewhere as far as I
know.
In June of.1966: the Cuesta Board, of which I
was a member, did allocate a significant sum (I seem
to recall $10,000) for an engineering survey to
recommend a “best solution” to the Cuesta water
problems. This figure (whatever it was) represented
a major part of the entire treasury of the Guild at this
point, so allocation of a lesser sum is likely.
Considerations were aired with Charlie Johnson,
Cuesta La Honda’s long-term and sole full-time
residential maintenance guy. Charlie had a contact
with the regional US Army Corps of Engineers head
of survey services (probably not what it was called).
Charlie’s contact agreed to come out to La Honda
with a couple of relevant specialists and give us some
advice as to what to do next. The Army Corps team
came, they saw, they advised. They agreed that the
Hetch Hetchy option was not an option. They
surveyed two ravine site possibilities and showed,
fairly convincingly to Charlie and our resident
engineering advisor (name forgotten), that the side
slopes of these ravines were too steep to keep from
slope sliding and silting to serve as possible water
storage areas. So, these locations were disqualified
as possible sites for a new reservoir.

The purchase was tacitly supported by the newly
formed La Honda Volunteer Fire Brigade which
envisioned use for this equipment in future firefighting.
On-going pumping from Mindego Creek to the
reservoir was stopped, and the water level in the
reservoir allowed to decline to dead low. The tanker
truck was filled with water and was standing by in
case of a water emergency. (Whoa! Q. How could
you supply an entire community with water out of a
1500 gallon tanker truck? A. You couldn’t. The
tanker truck standing by helped ease our team’s
consciences while secretly emptying the reservoir.)

So, what remained was what I have termed “The
Reservoir Restoration Project”.

The “road grader” then moved in to enlarge the basin.
Charlie drove. The result was a doubling in size of
the enlarged leak-resistant reservoir.

Charlie and the Corps advisors indicated that they
thought that with
a.

the right equipment and

b.

minimal water level in the reservoir

END OF BLOG
(continued on next page)
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Reservoir Restoration Project (continued from
previous page)
Once the reservoir was renewed and re-filled
successfully, the fire brigade assumed de facto
ownership of the tanker. It lived under minimal
shelter between Apple Jack’s Tavern and the Hiltom
Bar and Motel until moved to the newly completed
brigade fire station
across the street
and up the hill.
As noted, I
described the
acquisition of the
tanker truck and road grader as a piece of “beneficent
skullduggery”. “Beneficent” in that the ultimate
success of the project allowed the community to
consider its water supply problem solved for the next
ten years AND “Beneficent” in that it supplied the
fire brigade with its first piece of fire-fighting
equipment. “Skullduggery” in that it involved
unreported and unapproved re-direction of boardallocated funding from one spending category to a
completely different and apparently unrelated one.
It was said that the intended allocation for
consultancy as to best solution of Cuesta’s water
supply problem was “secretly” directed to an
engineering firm with an affiliation to one of the
Board members. [This was occasionally thought to
offset any possible scent of impropriety of shifting
funds approved for an engineering study to
unapproved purchase of army surplus heavy
equipment.]
There were a few other community members wellaware of both the physical and fiscal features of the
reservoir restoration undertaking. [In case some of
these people may still be in government service, I
will not release any further identities.] Most
community people were pleased that the water supply
problem was solved (for the moment) and that the
community owned some serviceable and useful
equipment.
This possibility of impending contract-award foul
play allowed the “fund-shifters” to deprecate any
sense of impropriety of shifting funds approved for
an engineering study to unapproved purchase of
heavy equipment.

Contact Bob Dougherty at voice@lahonda.com for content
questions and Lisa Mateja of Puente at
LMateja@mypuente.org for advertising
…and a big thanks to Puente for printing the La Honda
Voice!

*All of the blogs written in the last five years were
from my own not-perfect memory and from casual
written communications with Pam McReynolds,
Kathy Wolf, Jim Hardy and Neil Frasier. I had no
notes, diaries or friends remnant from this period. All
recalls were to the best of my ability with probably
lots of miscalls. I vow that any miscall recalls were
unintentional.

The La Honda Voice sometime uses excepts from other news
sources. If an excerpt is of interest, it is important that you
seek out and support the original source of the article. Links to
these sources will always be provided. You can go to
lahonda.com to download the Voice and copy/paste these links
into browser.
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.

In San Mateo Co, more single family homes sold in October 2020 than in Oct in the previous 2 years.
Oct 2020 = 495 / Oct 2019 = 406 / Oct 2018 = 452.
On average, a 3bed/2ba home sold for $1.558 million in Oct 2019, and in Oct 2020 a 3/2 sold for $1.670 m, a 7.1 percent
increase.
Many locations are still generating multiple offers. Interest rates are incredibly low, and some lenders have low down payment
loan programs.
Call us if you are considering selling or buying, or if you need more info.
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